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Livre, 1918), is interesting in view of the present state of public opinion in
this country on the aliens question. The philosophy on which the Revolu-
tion was founded was essentially cosmopolitan both in origin and principle.
Many foreigners who saw in the early revolutionary measures the realiza-
tion of their political ideals left the countries of their birth and were
enthusiastically adopted as French citizens. Three were elected to the
Convention, Priestly, Tom Paine, and the egregious Cloots,' the ambassa-
dor of the human race.' At the outbreak of war, so far from aliens being
put under any restraint, legions were formed not only of neutral but of
enemy nationals, and special inducements were offered to deserters.
M. Mathiez is convinced that at first cosmopolitanism was for the Revo-
lution a potent force. It was not till March 1793, when the defection of
Dumouriez followed close on the outbreak of the Vend6e revolt, that
France began to realize the dangers of Internationalism, and measures
were taken against foreign suspects. But although much was heard of
the ' Conspiration de l'fitranger ', and many aliens were guillotined, there
is little doubt that the majority lost their lives for their political opinions,
with the partV with which they had identified themselves. The measures
against foreigners as such were never rigidly enforced, and were relaxed as
soon as the (revolutionary armies became once more victorious. M. Mathiez
makes it quite clear that the French revolutionaries never abandoned their
cosmopolitan ideal, and the measures against foreigners were regarded as
a necessary but temporary evil of war and never as a national policy.

M. A. P.

The relations between Greece and Italy about the middle of the last
century form the subject of an interesting monograph by M. Costas Kero-
filas (La Grecia e V Italia nel Risorgimento Italiano, Firenze : Iibreria della
Voce, 1918). The author, known in England as the biographer of M. Veni-
zelos, is most interesting when he describes the events of 1861-2, which
led up to the deposition of Otho, especially the candidature of Victor
Emmanuel ITs second son, Amedeo, afterwards' king of Spain, to the
Greek throne, and the double set of negotiations between the Zantiote
Radical leader, Lombardos, and Garibaldi, and between the Greek and
Italian courts, for a rising in Turkey. Neither of these negotiations
succeeded, but N. Dragoumes, Otho's last foreign minister, states in his
Historical Reminiscences, and is confirmed by the Ionian historian, Chi6tes,
that a treaty was actually drawn up at the baths of Trescorre between
Rattazzi, then Italian premier, and the Greek minister, D. B6tzares, but
was never signed. Further study of the Italian archives of that period
would elucidate this and other aspects of Italo-Greek relations, to which
the present work forms a very useful introduction. Senator Ruffini, Italian
Minister of Education, contributes a preface. W. M.

In the second volume of his work, La Politique exterieure de I'Autriche-
Eongrie (Paris: Plon, 1918), Dr. Jean Lanneroux has written an ad-
mirable survey of the ambitious eastern projects, which from 1908 to 1914
paved the way for war and for the downfall of the central powers who
framed them. The author writes appreciatively of the Serbs, and his
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